Fig. 1
Tuscan painter, Portrait of
Leonora Cybo (detail), midto late16th (post-1560) to
early 17th century, oil on
canvas, 59 x 49cm
(Palazzo Falson Historic
House Museum / Photo:
Peter Bartolo Parnis)

An enigmatic portrait
of Leonora Cybo at
Palazzo Falson
Roberta Cruciata uncovers the story of this extraordinary noblewoman

The portrait of the Italian noble woman Leonora (Eleonora)
Cybo, an oil on canvas painting which forms part of the
collections amassed by Captain Olof Frederick Gollcher,1
currently hangs in the bedroom of Gollcher's erstwhile home,
now Palazzo Falson Historic House Museum in Mdina.2 It is
unknown when the portrait of Leonora Cybo came to form
part of Captain Gollcher's collections, or how and when
it arrived in Malta. It may have been purchased abroad by
Gollcher, or it could possibly already have been in Malta for
centuries, due perhaps to the presence of Italian Knights of the
Order, especially those from Tuscany, in Malta during the rule
of the Order of St John.
The identity of the sixteenth-century Tuscan lady
depicted in this portrait is revealed by the Latin inscription
on the upper part of the painting: 'LEONORA CYBO
FLISCHI COMITISSA ATQ PRINCIPISSA ANNO DNI
M·D·XXXXVII· DEINDE MARCHIONSSA CETONE
·M·D·LX· […].3
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below: Fig. 2
Detail of the painting's inscription
(Photo: Peter Bartolo Parnis)
opposite: Fig. 3
The painting in its entirety
(Photo: Peter Bartolo Parnis)

Leonora was born in Massa (Tuscany) on the 1st March
1523 to the eminent family of Cybo-Malaspina, whose
members were Marquises and then Princes of Massa and
Carrara.4 She was the eldest child of Lorenzo Cybo (15001549), an Italian general of Genoese origin, Count of Ferentillo
(he was the nephew of Pope Innocent VIII on his father's side,
and the nephew of Lorenzo il Magnifico and of Pope Leone X
on his mother's side) and of Ricciarda Malaspina (1497-1553),
Marchioness of Massa. Because of altercations in her family,
the young Leonora was sent to le Murate, the monastery of
the Santissima Annunziata in Florence, which congregated
in it women who wished to retire to a life of prayer out of their
own free will. During this time her aunt from the paternal side,
Caterina Cybo Varano (1501-1557), a woman of great charm
and culture, became a key-figure for Leonora most especially in
the pursuit of her studies.
Leonora was married twice. Her first marriage occurred
on the 30th January 1543, after long negotiations mainly
handled by her paternal uncle Cardinal Innocenzo Cybo.
Her spouse was the rich and powerful Genoese nobleman
Gian Luigi Fieschi il Giovane (1523-1547), Count of
Lavagna, in Carrara. Two years after the death of her first
husband, in 1549, and against her family's will, Leonora
married Gian Luigi Vitelli known to all as Chiappino (15191575 / 'chiappino' translates to 'bear' in the Tuscan dialect).
Vitelli was an audacious condottiero di ventura, a man of
faith and ambassador of the Duke of Florence, Cosimo I de'
Medici, who in 1562 appointed him Knight of the Order
of St Stephen Pope and Martyr. Cosimo had in fact played
a key part in the negotiations that led to Leonora's second
marriage. Vitelli died in 1575, and Leonora retired again,
this time permanently, in the monastery of the Murate5
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where she had spent her youth. Her last years were devoted
exclusively to prayer and study. She died on the 17th February
1594,6 and was buried in the church of the monastery near
her beloved aunt Caterina Cybo7 with the following epitaph
which even describes them as 'sisters'. This epitaph appears to
have been composed by her brother Alberico I (1532-1623),
Marquis and Prince of Massa:8 'D. O. M. Catharinae Cybo
Camertium Duci amitae et Eleonorae itidem Cybo Comiti et
Principi Filiscae prius ac demum Marchioni Caetoni sorori sicut
optimis animi dotibus vitae atque morum integritate coniuntis
ita unicum tumulum P. C. Albericus Cybo Massae Princeps I.
obiit illa anno MDLVII die XXII. Februar. haec autem an.
MDXCIV. die XVII. Febr.'.9
But what of Leonora’s character and accomplishments?
The Italian author Francesco Saverio Quadrio refers to
Leonora as an eminent poetess,10 but only one sonnet is
known, authored by Leonora and published in 1573 with
the Venetian Minor Faustino Tasso's poems.11 Leonora was a
woman of great culture and character who stood out among
her contemporaries, especially in erudite and aristocratic
circles. She communicated with many Italian writers of the
period, persons like the Venetian Bernardo Cappello who
in one of his poems praised and called her 'oggetto celeste';12
the humanist Lodovico Domenichi in 1563 dedicated to
her the translation of his book Libro della grazia e del libero
arbitrio di S. Agostino Vescovo d'Ippona a Valentino e a' Monaci
che eran con lui. Giuseppe Betussi, the Venetian humanist, in
1577 wrote the treatise on love entitled La Leonora: in this
work he included Leonora in an important noblewomen's
list, calling her 'ornamento del sesso donnesco ed esempio di
perfetta bellezza'.13 Even the poetess Laura Battiferri,14 wife
of the famous Florentine architect and sculptor Bartolomeo

Ammannati who was also in close touch and carried out
projects for Chiappino Vitelli,15 Leonora's second husband,
devoted several sonnets to Leonora, such as the Inno di
Sant'Agostino tradotto in versi sciolti, and the eclogue Europa.16
In one particular sonnet, Battiferri praises Leonora as 'O di
casta bellezza esempio vero, e di rara virtude ardente raggio,
donna, che 'n questo uman cieco viaggio, ne mostrate del
ciel l’alto sentiero'.17 Battiferri was also the author of four
compositions in connection with the Great Siege of Malta
of 1565. One of these was written to celebrate the figure and
heroism of Chiappino Vitelli (Or c'ha pur l'alto valor vostro
invitto), who took part in the last phase of the Siege in early
September of that year, which is known as the Gran Soccorso.18
It is really fascinating that a portrait of his wife Leonora is
actually located in Malta.
It is interesting to note how Leonora's name is related
to the so-called congiura dei Fieschi, a historical event that
took place in Genoa during the night between the 2nd and
3rd of January 1547; this saw Gian Luigi Fieschi, her first
husband, and the Prince-Admiral of Genoa, Andrea Doria
pitted against each other: both Fieschi and Giannettino,
Andrea Doria's nephew-heir, died in this conflict. Over the
centuries that incident has given rise to different historical,
political, ideological, economic and social interpretations,
all attempting to explain what caused it.19 One of the theories
put forward centered around an alleged rivalry in love
between Gian Luigi and Giannettino. It is held that Doria was
hopelessly infatuated with Leonora.
The painting on display at Palazzo Falson is an official
portrait, in which Leonora poses in a proud and almost distant
attitude. Rather than an icy haughtiness, her frozen gaze is
intended to show her intellectual and moral virtues which
elevated her from the ordinary. Leonora is depicted in halflength, with the painting's dark background throwing into
relief her pallid skin. She is richly dressed in an outfit of heavy
cloth cut in sumptuous lines, typical of the fashion widespread
throughout Europe from the mid-sixteenth century.

The costume she wears consists of a surcoat sewn with a 'V'
bib which reaches down to the stomach area; it is characterized
by swollen and padded sleeves and embellished with gold
borders and small floral decorations which show it to be a
refined piece of clothing. The tight corset is enriched at the neck
with a white ruff with golden edges and gatherings; it is made
rigid with a thin iron wire structure which frames the precious
luminous pearls adorning the neckline and terminating in a
double strand that loops up to the left shoulder and is tied there.
Her serious and detached look, her aquiline nose, pursed lips,
and, above all, the fact that Leonora’s features are not idealized,
makes it a striking and realistic portrait. Her elegantly coiffed
dark curls, covered by a veil which bears the same decoration as
the dress, are crowned with a dainty hairpiece.
The catalogue of Palazzo Falson records the portrait as
being attributed to the sixteenth century, Cremonese school.20
More recently, other artists have been suggested as possible
authors of the work, amongst which are Sofonisba Anguissola
and Lavinia Fontana.21 Unfortunately, the archives at Palazzo
Falson examined so far have not revealed any indications as
to the provenance of the painting and the circumstances of
how it entered the collection. This renders more difficult a
possible attribution. What can be stated with certainty is that
the painting emerges from a late mannerist cultural context,
specifically from central-northern Italy. Our painting does
however betray precise influences, which we can propose as
being Florentine or at least Tuscan, a hypothesis which is also
endorsed by Leonora's biographical events. Also, Vitelli, who
as mentioned above was Cosimo I's foremost captain, was
therefore in close contact with the art of Florence's grand-ducal
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opposite: Fig. 4
Agnolo Bronzino (1503-1572), Portrait of Eleonora of Toledo with her son
Giovanni (detail), 1544-1545, oil on panel, 115 x 96cm
(Uffizi Gallery, Florence)

court and its most important protagonists; these were able
interpreters of the Medici's policy and ideology and included
artists such as Pontormo, Giorgio Vasari,22 Agnolo Bronzino
(Fig. 4)and the aforementioned Bartolomeo Ammannati, just
to name some of them.
The painter's attention seems to be mainly directed
at specifying details of Leonora's clothing, jewellery and
hairstyle, emphasising her high rank in society. It is not a
coincidence that the 'state-portrait' as a genre spread widely at
the time of Cosimo I as an instrument of propaganda; it was
an able channel by means of which to strengthen the Medici's
ideology of an absolute State and the stability of this power,
yet not impervious to the new way of depicting decorum
and morality established by the Counter Reformation in
the second half of the sixteenth century. An example of
this was the work of Agnolo Bronzino (1503-1572),23 the
favorite painter of Cosimo I, author of famous portraits in
which the psychology of the characters seems to vanish in the
refined and detailed description of the clothes and attributes
that allude to social rank, as in the Portrait of Eleonora of
Toledo at the Uffizi Gallery in Florence or in the portrait of
Laura Battiferri (Fig. 5),24 now in Palazzo Vecchio. It is not
a coincidence that the portrait at Palazzo Falson seems to
be looking at the most famous work of Bronzino, and at the
so-called stile Eleonora:25 the arabesques of the corset are
reminiscent of those in the black velvet gown of Eleonora of
Toledo's dress, and refer to certain decorations of Moorish
Spain; equally inspired by the masterpiece at the Uffizi, are
also the square neckline that reveals the neck and chest, the
sleeves and the presence of the pearls as ornaments in the
pendant earrings and at the neck. It can therefore be assumed
that the portrait of Eleonora Cybo has been produced in an
artistic-cultural area dominated and deeply influenced by the
figure and work of Agnolo Bronzino, resulting in fact also
approachable to the pictorial sensibility and production of the
portraits of Alessandro Allori (1535-1607), who succeeded
him as court painter.
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Leonora's portait may have had a pendant painting
representing her eminent consort Gian Luigi Vitelli, now
lost. A surviving portrait of Vitelli does exist, with coat and
hat with a feather (and the inscription at the top in capital
letters 'CHIAPPINVS VITELLI'); it is an oil on wood by
Cristofano di Papi dell'Altissimo. It was commissioned by
Grand Duke Ferdinand I and delivered on the 15th May 1587;
it presently hangs at the Uffizi Gallery in Florence, in the
southern corridor's left wing. It belongs to the series of portraits
called 'gioviana'.26 Another version, a Florentine oil on canvas
attributed to the last quarter of the sixteenth century (15801599), is kept in the deposits of Palazzo Pitti's Palatine Gallery
and Royal Apartments in Florence. In it Chiappino wears
armour with a lace collar, a hat with band and feather, and the
painting also bears his name at the top with a legend that reads
'CHIAPPINVS VITELLIVS'.27
If one were to return again to the Latin inscription in
capital letters at the top of Leonora's portrait, and compare
it with the epitaph on her tomb, a similarity between its
form and content emerges instantly ('LEONORA CYBO
FLISCHI COMITISSA ATQ PRINCIPISSA ANNO
DNI M·D·XXXXVII· DEINDE MARCHIONSSA
CETONE ·M·D·LX·'/ '[…] Eleonorae itidem Cybo Comiti
et Principi Filiscae prius ac demum Marchioni Caetoni […]');
the parallelism is evident, as is the fact that the painting's
inscription also bears two dates (1547 and 1560): the first
refers to the year in which her first husband Gian Luigi
Fieschi died, and the second to the year in which Leonora,
through her second husband Chiappino Vitelli, was given the
title of Marchioness of Cetona. So, in both cases Leonora's
titles acquired with the first and then second marriage are
pointed out, ennobling even more her origins and her already
prestigious status at birth. If 1560 is to be considered as the
terminus post quem for the portrait's date of execution, and
a firm terminus ante quem is established by her death in
1594, the likelihood is that the portrait was actually painted
sometime between 1560 and 1575. In 1575, after the death
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Fig. 5
Agnolo Bronzino, Portrait of Laura Battiferri, c.1552, oil on panel, 60 x 83cm
(Palazzo Vecchio [Palazzo della Signoria], Florence)

of Chiappino, Leonora decided to retire permanently to the
monastery of the Murate, and it is highly improbable that
she would have sat for her portrait after her retirement to the
monastery; also, her appearance in the portrait appears to
be consistent with that of a woman aged between 37 and 52
years. If so, we could imagine a commission of the painting
by Chiappino: in addition to the presence of the ivy at the
end of the inscription, which could allude to married life and
faithfulness, the pearls, a sign of wealth and abundance, in
Christian religion symbolize innocence and pristine purity, and
are an attribute of the Virgin Mary as well as of young brides.28
On the other hand, the parallelism between the portrait's
inscription and the funerary epitaph on her tomb built
by Alberico I, Massa's humanist and enlightened ruler, to
celebrate his beloved sister's memory, does not seem to have
been accidental. It could be possible to conclude that the work
was commissioned by Alberico I.
It could also be a work that reproduces a lost painting or
engraving which depicts Leonora, perhaps made following
her death, that is to say in the last few years of the sixteenth
century, or else in the beginning of the following century.
On the other hand, preliminary observations carried out on
the work's canvas and on the painted surface thus far, seem to
confirm that the portrait was executed in the period between
the last decade of the sixteenth century and the first two
decades of the seventeenth.29
Only further analysis and in-depth study can hope to shed
more light on the history of this portrait kept at Palazzo Falson,
which up to the present is the only one known of this important
Tuscan noblewoman.

Notes
1 	Captain Olof Frederick Gollcher OBE (1889-1962) was a man of great
culture, a passionate collector, philanthropist and artist. For further
information on his personality and his family see M. Galea and F. Balzan,
Palazzo Falson Historic House Museum (Malta, 2007).
2 	The painting was previously located in another room of Captain Gollcher's
house, titled in the catalogue 'Room on Right'. See J. A. Cauchi, Catalogue
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cooperation during the period of my research.
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monete di Massa di Lunigiana (Pisa, 1808); G. Sforza, Cronache di Massa
di Lunigiana (Lucca, 1882); Luigi Staffetti, 'Giulio Cybo-Malaspina
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inediti', in Atti e Memorie della Regia Deputazione di Storia Patria per le
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of St John the Scolopi.
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